FootMind’s cutting edge solution to drop foot

- Unique in its versatility, comfort, stability and ease of use
- Elevate™ eliminates the intruder in your shoe
- Convenient with the majority of shoe styles, including sandals
- BOA™ Technology allows for customization of the lift angle, a quick tension release
- Elevate™ has a sleek yet stylish look and feel that secures a new standard
**ELEVATE™ BRACE- DROP FOOT SOLUTION**

**ELEVATE™ FUNCTION**

Ease of use and predictable function were important in the development of Elevate. Hook and loop secures the brace in place and a buckle adds additional reinforcement and fit. Change the height of the lift and quickly release tension as needed and desired, all with a simple-to-use dial created by Boa Technology.

**ELEVATE™ COMFORT**

Elevate was designed to avoid having something uncomfortable, stiff or bulky in or around the shoe. Furthermore, careful material selection created an amazingly lightweight brace that is nevertheless sturdy and long-lasting. Comfort is also enhanced by a customizable lift and a quick release of tension whenever desired.

**ELEVATE™ STYLE AND VERSATILITY**

- Elevate’s design allows diversity in shoe style including sandals
- Most shoes can be modified with ease using our Crop-A-Dile eyelet punch (shown at right)
- Elevate can be shortened and customized to the need and liking of the patient
- The eyelet disc, and c-clip protect your shoes, and secure the hooks in place (shown on opposite page)

**OUR STORY**

FootMind, Inc. is an innovation leader in foot and ankle product development. In 2007, FootMind teamed with a well-known orthopedic foot and ankle surgeon unsatisfied with available bracing options for his drop foot patients. The Elevate™ Drop Foot Brace was ultimately developed to create a brace that is discrete, yet versatile and stable, yet comfortable. Elevate™ has a sleek and stylish look and feel that secures a new standard for people with drop foot.